Synonyms - Framing Sentences

Frame a sentence using each pair of synonyms.

Example: pretty, beautiful
The pretty girl wore a beautiful dress.

1) incorrect, wrong

2) record, write

3) wonderful, amazing

4) opportunity, chance

5) little, small

6) simple, easy

7) giggle, laugh

Name: ______________
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Frame a sentence using each pair of synonyms.
(Answers may vary)

Example:
pretty, beautiful
The pretty girl wore a beautiful dress.

1) incorrect, wrong
The directions were incorrect, so we reached a wrong destination.

2) record, write
Randy must record each child's data and write it in a separate book.

3) wonderful, amazing
The waterfall was wonderful and we had an amazing trip.

4) opportunity, chance
When opportunity knocked on his door, he grabbed the chance.

5) little, small
My little brother built a small sandcastle on the beach.

6) simple, easy
The teacher taught us simple proverbs that were easy to understand.

7) giggle, laugh
Shane suddenly let out a giggle that made everyone laugh loudly.